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H O W  T O  M A K E  T H E  M O S T  O F  T H I S  T E M P L A T E  

On the next page you will find a table of contents. Right clicking on the table of contents will update the page 
numbers once you filled out the questions in the pages that follow.  

You can add or change the questions as you learn in each interview what questions are typical for your 
career level and / or industry. A great way to find out what questions are being asked in an interview by a 
specific company, go to https://www.glassdoor.com/Interview/index.htm.  

Use this document to think through the answers in preparation for your interview. This gives you time to 
think through the response when you’re not nervous and have to think up an answer instantly. Practice the 
answers for each interview. That will help you to gain confidence as you feel more prepared and are not 
caught by surprise. It also helps you to phrase the answer concisely because you’ve thought through the 
point you want to bring across already.  

To prepare concise, well-rounded answers, use the CAR method: Challenge + Action + Result.  

Challenge: Describe the challenge of a situation you were facing at work.  

Action: What action did you take to overcome the challenge? What decisions did you make and why?  

Result: What was the outcome for the company? Use figures where you can. 

During a phone interview, pull up this document and when an answer comes and you need a little help, click 
on a question in the Table of Contents that closely resembles the question you were asked. If done correctly, 
all questions in the Table of Contents are linked and a simple click on the question will take you directly to the 
matching section in this document without scrolling around.  

If you need help with preparing for the interview or with changing jobs, contact me.   

Best of success with your interviews!   

https://www.glassdoor.com/Interview/index.htm
https://bit.ly/d-call


PART I: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

“TELL ME ABOUT YOURSELF.” 
Use this to provide a summary of yourself. This is a high level summary. You can include where you grew up if 
that adds to your story, where you went to school and the major steps that landed you where you are today.  
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“TELL ME ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCE.” 
Talk about your experience related to the position you are interviewing for. This is also a good place to 
elaborate on accomplishments that are proof of your experience and expertise.  
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“TELL ME ABOUT A PROJECT YOU’VE ENJOYED HANDLING RECENTLY.” 
A good approach to help you stay on track is to use the CAR method:  Challenge – Approach – Result, and 
then surround it with the aspects you enjoyed and why.  

“WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN A FEW YEARS?” 
Answer the question where you want to be and how the position fits into that trajectory.  
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“WHY ARE YOU LEAVING YOUR CURRENT POSITION OR COMPANY?” 
Keep this positive, even if your reasons are not entirely positive. Reasons could be the desire for a new 
challenge or a bigger one, location to a different area, or working in a different field.  

“WHY ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THIS POSITION?” 
Go back to your highlights in the job description and state here why the job entices you (or why the company 
interests you). It also helps if you do some research on the company’s website, read their annual report, 
watch or listen to an investor briefing, read press releases and some some social media releases. If you know 
a person who works for the company, even better: Ask them if they are willing to talk to you about what it’s 
like to work for the company, what makes them stand out and why they love working for them. 
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“WHAT ARE YOUR STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES?” 
People love talking about their strength. Weaknesses can feel like a trap question in an interview, but that’s 
not the intention. Show self-awareness and state a real weakness and describe what you have learned about 
yourself and how you handle it.  

Strengths

Weaknesses
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“TELL ME SOMETHING YOU WISH YOU’D DONE DIFFERENTLY ON A PROJECT.” 
Use the CAR method again to stay on track as you tell the story of your lessons learned from a mistake or 
perhaps an area you saw could have been improved.  

“WHAT ASPECTS OF YOUR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WILL BE MOST HELPFUL IN THIS 
ROLE?” 
Is there a unique experience that would likely be of benefit to you in this position?   

CAR: Challenge – Approach – Result
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“TELL ME ABOUT A TIME THAT YOU FAILED AT SOMETHING, AND WHAT YOU DID 
AFTERWARDS.” 
What major problems have you encountered and how did you deal with them? How do you deal with failure? 
Use the CAR method again to provide a concise, structured response.  

“ARE YOU A TEAM PLAYER?” 
Describe a time when you worked on a team project. What was your relative position on the team? Were you 
satisfied with your contribution? How could it have been better? Use the CAR method to reply.  

CAR: Challenge – Approach – Result

CAR: Challenge – Approach – Result
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“WHAT IS YOUR SALARY EXPECTATION FOR THIS JOB?” 
(Can we afford you?) 

Possible approaches to respond depending on your conversation so far: 

 “I’ll need more information about the job and the responsibilities involved before we can begin to discuss 
salary. Can you give me an idea of the range budgeted for this position?” 

If you know the range: I’ll be happy to see your best offer. I am valuing a combination of things in a job, one 
of them is salary, as well as [list other items of importance, such as travel, days off, flexible hours, or other 
perks].  

“HOW DO YOU STAY UP TO DATE IN YOUR JOB AND ON INDUSTRY TRENDS?” 
Answer the concern about how you continue to learn and grow. How do you stay challenged, motivated and 
up to date on trends in your industry?   
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“TELL ME ABOUT A TIME WHEN YOU HAD TO PLAN AND COORDINATE A PROJECT 
FROM START TO FINISH.” 
Use the CAR method to keep your reply concise.  

“WHAT KINDS OF PEOPLE DO YOU HAVE DIFFICULTIES WORKING WITH?” 
(Do you culturally fit in with us?)  

Provide an answer with an example and how you handle the difficulty. Don’t just state who you don’t prefer 
working with or you’ll come across as a complainer or someone looking for problems, not solutions.  

CAR: Challenge – Approach – Result
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“WE EXPECT MANAGERS TO WORK MORE THAN 8 HOURS A DAY. DO YOU HAVE A 
PROBLEM WITH THAT?” 
Are you a workaholic or a person who requires balance? How do you handle multiple project and deadlines? 
How do you organize your work to stay on top of your responsibilities?  

“WHEN HAVE YOU BEEN MOST SATISFIED IN YOUR CAREER?” 
What motivates you? What do you value most in your job role and at your workplace?  
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“HOW DO YOU WORK UNDER PRESSURE?” 

“HOW DO YOU RESPOND TO CRITICISM?” 
How do you deal with being criticized by a co-worker, by your boss or in a group setting?  
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“WHAT HAS BEEN THE BIGGEST DISAPPOINTMENT IN YOUR CAREER TO DATE?” 

“DESCRIBE YOUR FIRST WEEK IN YOUR NEW JOB.” 
How will you start in your new position? How will you familiarize yourself with your new role? Share your 
approach.  
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“IF YOU HAD A MAGIC WAND WHAT ONE THING WOULD YOU CHANGE ABOUT YOUR 
PRESENT JOB CIRCUMSTANCES?” 
Would you stay with your current employer if things were different? This is not an invitation to rant about 
your current job. If you are looking to relocate or pivot into a completely different role, say so.  

“WHAT WOULD YOU HOPE TO ACHIEVE IN THE FIRST 12 MONTHS?” 
Share your vision! This is a good time to see if your vision aligns with the new employer - or if you give them 
ideas they haven’t considered before.   
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“DESCRIBE YOUR LEADERSHIP STYLE.” 
This question can aim at several things: Are you a macro or micro manager? What is your approach to 
delegating work (when, how, to whom)?    

“WHAT WAS YOUR BIGGEST MISTAKE (OR BIGGEST SUCCESS) IN DELEGATING 
WORK?” 
Make sure you use the CAR method to describe your story.    
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“ONE OF YOUR EMPLOYEES, WHO USED TO PERFORM WELL, RECENTLY DROPPED IN 
PERFORMANCE. HOW DO YOU APPROACH THIS TOPIC?” 

“WE ARE READY TO MAKE AN OFFER. ARE YOU READY TO ACCEPT TODAY?” 
Potential answers:  

“Based on my research and the information I have gathered during the interview process, I feel I am in a 
position to consider an offer."  

“I would like to reflect on our conversation and give you an answer within 24 hours.”  
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“WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT OUR COMPANY?” 
Share the highlights of your research about the company.  

“TELL ME ABOUT A TIME THAT YOU HAD TO ADAPT TO A DIFFICULT SITUATION. 
WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN PRIORITIES CHANGE QUICKLY?” 
This question inquires about your adaptability. You could also be asked to describe a major change that 
happened at your job or something that happened at work over which you had no control. In your response, 
make sure you describe how you adapted.  
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“HOW HAVE YOU DEALT WITH A CONFLICT AT WORK? HOW DID YOU APPROACH 
IDENTIFYING THE ISSUES AND RESOLVING THE CONFLICT?” 
This questions checks your ability to deal with conflict and your approach to conflict resolution. Other 
versions of this questions could ask you about a conflict between friends - still testing the same skill.  

“WHAT PLANS HAVE YOU DEVELOPED FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION? WHICH GOALS 
HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED? HOW DID YOU GET OTHER PEOPLE INVOLVED?” 
This question has many variations and aims at revealing your capability to set, communicate and meet goals. 
Other variations may ask you to give examples for how you communicate goals, how you develop them, how 
you track goals or what your role has been so far in developing organizational goals.   
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“HOW DO YOU HANDLE MULTIPLE PROJECTS?” 
This question probes your ability to set priorities and manage your time. Question variations may include 
inquires about how you manage or schedule your time, your approach to breaking down important 
assignments, how you balance life and work or even ask if you ever experienced being overloaded at work 
and how you handled it.   

“TELL US ABOUT A TIME WHEN YOU INFLUENCED THE OUTCOME OF A PROJECT?” 
Show how you displayed leadership, share your approach to project management and the result.  
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“HOW DO YOU KEEP INVOLVED PARTIES INFORMED OF THE PROJECT PROGRESS?” 
In essence: how do you manage stakeholders, what communication skills and change management skills do 
you have?  

“HOW WOULD YOU GET A PROJECT THAT IS STUCK IN ‘ANALYSIS PARALYSIS’ BACK 
ON TRACK?” 
How do you deal with hesitation, objection, fear, and other obstacles that keep a project from moving 
forward?  
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“WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOU FACE A LACK OF COOPERATION OR POOR 
COMMUNICATION?” 
How do you handle challenges and remove obstacles in the way of meeting company goals? If you’re in a 
leadership role, how do you help subordinates to be productive and move past the obstacle?  

“LET’S SAY THE ORGANIZATION FACED A PEAK AND EVERYONE WAS OVER-LOADED 
WITH WORK. HOW DOES YOUR TEAM STILL MEET JOB ASSIGNMENTS?” 
How do you go about scheduling and prioritization? How do you assign priorities to jobs?  
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“SHARE AN EXAMPLE OF A CHALLENGING SITUATION WHERE YOU KEPT YOUR 
COMPOSURE EVEN WHEN OTHERS WERE INTENSE.” 
How do you deal with pressure? How capable are you to “keep your cool” and perhaps even diffuse intense 
situations?  

“DESCRIBE A DIFFICULT WORKING RELATIONSHIP YOU’VE HAD AND HOW YOU 
IMPROVED THAT RELATIONSHIP.” 
How do you approach challenges and solve problems? What are your interpersonal skills?  
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“HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH PROBLEMS OR OBSTACLES YOU DID NOT ANTICIPATE?” 
Share how you approach situations like this and if you have a story from the past, use the CAR method to tell 
your story. If you didn’t handle something well in the past, use this as an opportunity to share what you have 
learned from it and what you would do differently now.  

“CAN YOU GIVE AN EXAMPLE OF HOW YOU (A) IDENTIFIED AND (B) SOLVED A 
PROBLEM BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS, PROJECTS, OR YOU AND A CO-WORKER?” 
How do you make sure you’re not acting on assumptions? What approach do you choose? What outcomes 
have you achieved with your approach?  
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“WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN SOMETHING COMES UP IN A MEETING THAT WASN’T 
PLANNED?” 
How do you handle the unforeseen? What was the result?  

“DESCRIBE A TIME WHEN YOU WERE STRESSED AND REACHED YOUR LIMITS.” 
How did you cope with the stress? What did you do to respond to the stress and be able to reach beyond 
your limits at the time?  
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“WHATS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF A TIME WHEN YOU USED GREAT JUDGMENT AND 
LOGIC IN SOLVING A PROBLEM?” 
Stay concise - use the CAR method to tell your story.  

“DESCRIBE A TIME WHEN YOU DEALT WITH HOSTILITY OR RESENTMENT IN ONE OF 
YOUR SUBORDINATES.” 
What approach or approaches have you used and how did they work? Have you used negotiation or 
compromise in your approach?  
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“TELL US ABOUT A TIME WHEN YOU WERE UPSET ON THE INSIDE BUT HAD TO 
REMAIN CALM ON THE OUTSIDE?” 
How did you manage yourself? Were you successful with your approach? What  did you learn?  

“TELL US ABOUT A TIME WHEN YOU HAD TO SEPARATE THE PERSON FROM THE 
ISSUE IN ORDER TO RESOLVE A DIFFICULT SITUATION.”  
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“PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXAMPLE THAT SHOWS HOW THERE IS MORE THAN ONE WAY 
TO SOLVE A PROBLEM.”  

“GIVE AN EXAMPLE OF A TIME WHEN YOU WERE ABLE TO BUILD MOTIVATION IN 
YOUR SUBORDINATES OR COWORKERS.” 
This question assesses your leadership abilities. Use the   
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“HOW DO YOU APPROACH OTHERS WHEN THEY RESIST ACCEPTING YOUR IDEAS?” 
How do you handle objections? How do you build trust? What approaches have worked for you?.  

“WHAT WAS THE HARDEST TEAM YOU HAVE WORKED WITH? HOW DID YOU MAKE 
THE COLLABORATION WORK”  
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“HAVE YOU EVER MANAGED A PERSON WHO’S WORK WAS SUB-PAR? HOW DID 
YOU LEAD THAT PERSON?” 
Don’t forget to share the results of your approach.  

“HOW DO YOU INTERACT WITH PEOPLE WHO EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS?”  
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“HOW DO YOU GET THE PEOPLE YOU LEAD TO WORK AT THEIR PEAK POTENTIAL 
AND GROW FURTHER?” 
Do you invest in your employees? How do you provide opportunities for growth?  

“HOW DO YOU REWARD EXCELLENCE AT WORK?”  
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“HOW DO YOU MANAGE CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAMS?” 

“DESCRIBE A TIME WHEN YOU HAD TO MAKE AN UNPOPULAR DECISION.” 
How did you communicate it? What was the result?  
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“HOW DO YOU CONTRIBUTE TO CREATING AN ENVIRONMENT OF 
COLLABORATION?”  

“HOW HAVE YOU ADJUSTED YOUR STYLE WHEN IT WAS NOT MEETING THE 
OBJECTIVES OR PEOPLE DID NOT RESPOND WELL?” 
How flexible are you? How do you adjust? What are your interpersonal skills?  
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“A CHALLENGING PROJECT YOU’RE ASSIGNED TO REACHES A PEAK, REQUIRING 
TEMPORARILY TO WORK  60+ HOURS PER WEEK. HOW DO YOU ADAPT?” 

“TELL US ABOUT A TRAINING PROGRAM YOU HAVE DEVELOPED OR ENHANCED.”  
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“SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON THE STATEMENT “THE SUCCESS OF A MANAGER CAN 
BE MEASURED BY THE PROMOTABILITY OF HER/HIS TEAM.” 

“HOW DOES YOUR ROLE CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR ORGANIZATION’S OR BUSINESS 
UNIT’S GOALS?” 
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“SHARE ABOUT A TIME YOU HAD TO NAVIGATE A POLITICALLY COMPLEX 
SITUATION.”  

“HOW HAVE YOU HANDLED WRITTEN COMMUNICATION IN A REMOTE / VIRTUAL 
WORK ENVIRONMENT?” 
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“GIVE US AN EXAMPLE OF A PROJECT THAT DESCRIBES YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL 
SKILLS.” 

“WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOUR SCHEDULE IS SUDDENLY INTERRUPTED?” 
Start with an example. Show your organizational and time management skills.  
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“SHARE A TIME WHEN A MISTAKE YOU MADE WAS DUE TO YOU NOT LISTENING 
WELL.” 
Variations of this questions are related to asking you how you ensure you are listening and demonstrating 
good listening skills. Another option could be to ask you about your self-awareness when it comes to 
listening: when is listening important in your job? When is listening difficult? How do you manage this?  

“DESCRIBE A TIME WHEN YOU HAD TO USE CONFRONTATION.” 
Why was it needed? How did you approach it? What was the result?  

P A G E   O F  4 3 7 3



“IN WHAT WAYS OR AREAS ARE YOU TRYING TO IMPROVE YOURSELF?”  

“SHARE A TIME WHEN YOU HAD TO GO ABOVE AND BEYOND THE CALL OF DUTY TO 
GET A JOB DONE.” 

P A G E   O F  4 4 7 3



“PLEASE SHARE AN EXAMPLE HOW YOU ATTRIBUTE YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
STRENGTH TO YOUR WORK.” 
How do you put your superpowers to use at work?  

“HOW DO YOU COACH AND EMPLOYEE IN COMPLETING A NEW ASSIGNMENT?” 
Give a specific example. Show the benefit or result.  

P A G E   O F  4 5 7 3



“WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR WHEN YOU HIRE FOR A POSITION?” 
Apart from the skill requirements, how do you evaluate a person being fitting for the position? Which is more 
important: attitude or aptitude? Credentials or experience? How much weight do you place on your different 
criteria?  

“HOW DO YOU SET GOALS WITH SUBORDINATES? DO YOU INVOLVE THEM IN THE 
PROCESS?” 

P A G E   O F  4 6 7 3



“HOW DO SUBORDINATES KNOW WHAT YOU EXPECT OF THEM?” 

“WHAT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS DO YOU HAVE FOR YOUR BUSINESS UNIT?”  

P A G E   O F  4 7 7 3



“DESCRIBE THE STEPS YOU HAVE USED IN THE PAST TO SET A VISION FOR YOUR 
UNIT OR POSITION” 

“TELL US ABOUT A TIME WHEN YOU HAD TO HAD TO MAKE CHANGES TO CURRENT 
RESPONSIBILITIES TO MEET FUTURE NEEDS.” 
What strategic planning skills do you have? How did you anticipate the future need? How did you make the 
decision to modify current responsibilities/operations?  

P A G E   O F  4 8 7 3



“WHAT WAS THE TOUGHEST MANAGEMENT DECISION YOU’VE HAD TO MAKE?” 

“HOW HAVE YOU DEALT WITH SETBACKS?” 

“WHAT IS THE MOST COMPETITIVE SITUATION YOU HAVE FACED?” 

P A G E   O F  4 9 7 3



How did you handle it? What was the result?  

“HOW DO YOU APPROACH HAVING TO DO SEVERAL THINGS AT THE SAME TIME?” 
Share your time management and prioritization skills and how you manage stress arising from challenging 
situations. 

P A G E   O F  5 0 7 3



“HOW DO YOU TYPICALLY PLAN YOUR DAY TO MANAGE YOUR TIME EFFECTIVELY?” 

“HOW MANY PROJECTS DO YOU WORK ON AT ONCE?” 

P A G E   O F  5 1 7 3



“WHICH OF YOUR PAST ROLES HAD THE MOST RAPID CHANGE?” 
How did you feel about it and handle it?  

“GIVE AN EXAMPLE OF HOW YOU HAVE HELPED CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE 
DIFFERENCES ARE VALUED, ENCOURAGED AND SUPPORTED.” 

P A G E   O F  5 2 7 3



“TELL US ABOUT A TIME WHEN YOU SUCCESSFULLY ADAPTED TO A CULTURALLY 
DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENT?” 

“SHARE AN EXAMPLE OF HOW YOU MADE AN INTENTIONAL EFFORT TO GET TO 
KNOW SOMEONE FROM ANOTHER CULTURE OR TO UNDERSTAND THEIR 
PERSPECTIVE?” 

P A G E   O F  5 3 7 3



“WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO FURTHER YOUR UNDERSTANDING ABOUT DIVERSITY?” 
How have you demonstrated your learning?  

“SHARE AN EXAMPLE WHERE YOU HAD TO COME TO A DECISION RELATIVELY 
QUICKLY.”  

P A G E   O F  5 4 7 3



“HAVE YOU EVER LED A GROUP OF PEERS? SHARE HOW YOU’VE HANDLED IT.” 
How do you lead without formal authority?   

“WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF AS AN INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTOR OR DO YOU 
WORK BEST IN TEAMS?” 
Share an example of when you were most effective.  

P A G E   O F  5 5 7 3



“SHARE ABOUT AN IMPORTANT THING YOU HAVE LEARNED IN YOUR LEADERSHIP 
OF TEAMS OR PROJECTS.” 
What are you doing differently as a result in order to be more effective?  

“HOW DO YOU PREPARE FOR A PRESENTATION OF TECHNICAL EXPERTS IN YOUR 
FIELD?”  

P A G E   O F  5 6 7 3



“TELL US ABOUT THE TYPES OF PRESENTATIONS YOU HAVE GIVEN.” 
Which ones were most successful? What made them difficult?  

“SHARE AN EXAMPLE OF A TIME WHEN YOU WERE ABLE TO CONVINCE A SKEPTICAL 
OR RESISTANT CUSTOMER TO PURCHASE FROM YOUR ORGANIZATION.” 

P A G E   O F  5 7 7 3



“SHARE AN EXAMPLE OF WHEN YOU HAD TO CONVINCE SOMEONE IN AUTHORITY 
ABOUT YOUR IDEAS.” 

“TELL US ABOUT A STAFF DEVELOPMENT PLAN YOU CREATED AND CARRIED OUT 
WITH ONE OR MORE OF YOUR EMPLOYEES.” 
What were the components of the development plan? What was the outcome?  

P A G E   O F  5 8 7 3



“HOW DO YOU HANDLE DIFFICULT PERFORMANCE REVIEWS?” 

“WHEN DO YOU GIVE POSITIVE FEEDBACK TO PEOPLE?” 

P A G E   O F  5 9 7 3



“HOW DO YOU PREPARE FOR NEGOTIATIONS?” 
How do you present your position? Give a specific example and share how the results looked for you versus 
the other party.  

“WHAT MOTIVATES YOU TO DO // BE YOUR BEST AT YOUR JOB?” 

P A G E   O F  6 0 7 3



“HOW HAVE YOU HANDLED INTRODUCING A BIG CHANGE IN YOUR UNIT OR 
ORGANIZATION?” 

“IF POSSIBLE, SHARE ABOUT A TIME WHEN YOUR TRUSTWORTHINESS WAS 
CHALLENGED AND HOW YOU RESPONDED.” 

P A G E   O F  6 1 7 3



“DESCRIBE A TIME WHEN YOU HAD TO KEEP INFORMATION CONFIDENTIAL.” 
Give examples of how you have acted with integrity.   

“HOW DO YOU HANDLE DISHONESTY, UNFAIRNESS OR ETHNICAL ISSUES IN THE 
WORKPLACE?” 

P A G E   O F  6 2 7 3



“HOW DO YOU KEEP TRACK OF DELEGATED ASSIGNMENTS?” 

“HOW DO YOU GET DATA FOR PERFORMANCE REVIEWS?” 

P A G E   O F  6 3 7 3



“SHARE AN EXAMPLE OF A PROJECT OR TASK YOU STARTED ON YOUR OWN.” 

“DESCRIBE A SITUATION WHEN YOU SHOWED INITIATIVE AND TOOK ACTION 
WITHOUT WAITING FOR DIRECTION. WHAT WAS THE RESULT?” 

P A G E   O F  6 4 7 3



“TELL US ABOUT A PROBLEM YOU HAD SOLVED IN AN UNUSUAL WAY.” 
How did you come up with a method that did not follow the established methods? Where did the ideas come 
from? Who did you involve? What was the result?   

“HOW DO YOU EVALUATE ALTERNATIVES?” 
How do you prepare your assessment? How do you reach a conclusion? Give an example for a major 
decision.   

P A G E   O F  6 5 7 3



“ARE YOU A “BIG PICTURE” OR A “DETAIL-ORIENTED” PERSON? SHARE AN 
EXAMPLE.” 

“HOW DO YOU HANDLE PROBLEMS WITH CUSTOMERS?” 

P A G E   O F  6 6 7 3



“DESCRIBE A SITUATION WHEN YOU WERE ABLE TO STRENGTHEN A RELATIONSHIP 
BY COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY. WHAT MADE IT MORE EFFECTIVE?” 

“DESCRIBE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT WRITTEN DOCUMENT, REPORT OR 
PRESENTATION WHICH YOU HAD TO COMPLETE.” 

P A G E   O F  6 7 7 3



“WHICH PROJECT OR SITUATION BEST DESCRIBES YOUR ANALYTICAL ABILITIES?” 

“SHARE AN EXAMPLE OF WHEN YOU HAD TO HANDLE AN ANGRY CUSTOMER.”   

P A G E   O F  6 8 7 3



“HOW DO YOU BUILD RAPPORT WITH PARTNERS OR CUSTOMERS?” 

“DESCRIBE A PROJECT OR IDEA THAT WAS IMPLEMENTED PRIMARILY BECAUSE OF 
YOUR EFFORTS. WHAT WAS YOUR ROLE? WHAT WAS THE OUTCOME? ” 

P A G E   O F  6 9 7 3



“WHAT IMPACT DID YOU HAVE AT YOUR LAST JOB.” 

P A G E   O F  7 0 7 3



PART II: DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS FOR US? 
Yes, you do. If you have done your research, you will have questions, e.g. about the role or the direction the 
company is headed next.   

The last page provides typical questions that candidates bring up. Don’t get carried away by them. Use them 
as a starting point and use your research and the space below for more specific questions as you prepare. It 
will show that you do your homework, are interested and engaged.  

P A G E   O F  7 1 7 3



POTENTIAL QUESTIONS FOR YOUR INTERVIEWER AND/OR NEW SUPERVISOR: 
Here are a few questions that frequently come up in interviews:  

What results would I be expected to accomplish in this position? 

Can you describe an ideal employee for this position? What is most valuable to you in an employee? 

What does it take to excel in your team/organization? Is there upward mobility? 

What are the greatest challenges in this position?  

Is this a new position you created or has someone else filled the position before? If so, why did this person 
leave? 

How do you think I would fit in this position and into your team?  

What type of work would I do in the first year?  

What is our next step in the hiring process? 

What type of leadership is promoted or embraced at this organization?  

What question should I ask that I haven’t yet? 

Think about what questions aren’t answered in the job description or through your previous interview stages 
or your research about the company. Add your own questions below: 

P A G E   O F  7 2 7 3



GO FORTH AND NAIL YOUR INTERVIEW. 
You have researched. You’ve listed the answers and are prepared for the interview. This should give you 
enough confidence. Remember, an interview goes both ways: both you as the candidate and the employer 
are interviewing each other. You are both trying to find out about each other to see if this is a good match.  

If you’re still uncertain and need help, reach out here. Otherwise: Best of luck with your interview!  

Share your success story with others and tag #zaradigm or add a post to the Zaradigm LinkedIn, Facebook or 
Instagram pages. Let’s celebrate your success with shouts and celebratory gifs! =) 

If you need more help to fast-track your shift to a new job, here are two options: (1) book this online course 
to get more invitations to interviews, or (2) book a free consultation to discuss the best coaching option to get 
you where you need to be. 

P A G E   O F  7 3 7 3

Get the course Book a call

https://bit.ly/d-call
https://LRN.Zaradigm.com/course/5216
https://bit.ly/d-call
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zaradigm
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com

